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Technicians Deluxe LED
Telescoping Flashlight

w/Magnetic Tip

$9.95
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Short Description

A must have tool for system builders and modders!

Just pull the tip of this telescoping flashlight out a bit to activate the bright white LED. The end can be
extended 22" to illuminate hard-to-reach areas. Retrieve lost screws and other metal bits with the strong
magnet built into the tip. Requires 4 x LR44 batteries, included.

Description

A must have tool for system builders and modders!

Just pull the tip of this telescoping flashlight out a bit to activate the bright white LED. The end can be
extended 22" to illuminate hard-to-reach areas. Retrieve lost screws and other metal bits with the strong
magnet built into the tip. Requires 4 x LR44 batteries, included.

Extendable & Flexible
This telescoping magnetic pickup tool comes with an extendable stem (adjustable from 6.7-22.3"), 360
Deg. rotatable flexible neck, magnetic head for picking up ferrous materials.
Strong Magnet: This magnetic torch picks up to 3lb, with a compact size of 6.7" and a clip, it can be
easily carried in toolbox, glove compartment, suitcase, backpack or pocket. The telescopic rod can be
extended up to 22 Inch, helps you to pick up dropped washers, screws, nuts, bolts in your motor room
or staple puller in your office when you need a third hand.
A Must-have Tool for Mechanics: The bright LED flashlight helps you to find the tiny stuffs such as
screws in dark and narrow environment. Perfect for mechanic work, suitable for commercial and
residential places. It's constructed of military grade aluminum alloy, weather proof and shockproof.
Versatile and perfect for camping, traveling, boating, fishing, and roadside emergencies.
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Features

Features:

Specifications

Length:6 1/2" to 26 1/8"
Diameter: 3/8"
LEDs: 1
Modes: 1
Color: Cool white
Power: 3 LR41 button cell batteries

Additional Information

SKU TELE-FLASHLIGHT

Weight 0.5000

Tool Type Technicians Tools


